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Abstract

This paper describes an optimal triangulation algorithm for rectangles. We derive lower bounds on the maximum
of triangulation, and show that our triangulation algorithm matches the lower bounds. Several important observations
made, including a zig-zag condition that can verify whether a triangulation can minimizes the maximum degree to 4
In addition, this paper identifies the necessary and sufficient condition that there exists a maximum degree 4 triangu
convex polygons, and gives a linear time checking algorithm.
 2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Mesh generation is one of the most import
pects in many computational disciplines, includi
computation fluid dynamics, image rendering, elec
magnetic simulations, and resonance of piezoelec
crystal [2,8,9]. The quality of simulation results d
pend heavily on the quality of the mesh used in
simulation. As a result mesh generation is a very
portant step in all unstructured mesh related comp
tions.

During mesh generation we often do not kno
where we should put the vertices, therefore when gi
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a rectangular parametric domain, and the numbe
interval points on the four sides of this domain,
have to come up with aninitial triangulation, which
connects only vertices on the domain boundary.
ter the initial mesh is constructed, we add verti
to where they are needed as indicated by local p
spacing requirement, and adjust the triangulation
cordingly [3–5,7].

There has been a rich body of literature on
problem of triangulating two- and three-dimension
computation domains [1]. Triangulation techniques
various two-dimensional domains, including simp
polygons, polygons with holes, point set, and pla
straightline graph, were studied in [1]. For examp
Delaunay triangulation produces a good triangulat
in O(n logn) time for point sets, wheen is the number
.
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of the points. Also various quality measurements
triangulation were proposed, including the minimu
triangulation angle, the maximum triangulation ang
and the minimum height of triangles.

The focus of this paper is to find a triangulation th
minimizes the maximum degree for triangulation
rectangles and convex polygons. Note that we use
maximum degree of all vertices as a rough estim
on the mesh quality, since when a vertex has a la
degree in a triangulation, skewed triangles with sh
angles will often occur. These sharp angles cause
merical instability in mesh computation, and shou
be avoided [1]. Since the quality measurement is
maximum degree of the triangulation, we do not co
with the geometry information, and the input consi
of only the number of points along the rectangles
convex polygons. This simplification transforms o
problem into a combinatorial optimization problem

The minimization of maximum degree is difficu
on general graphs. For example, Jansen showed
the problem to triangulate a plane geometric gra
with degree at most seven is NP-complete [6]. This
per shows that for rectangles, there exists an algori
that when given the number of vertices along the r
tangle, computes an triangulation that minimizes
maximum degree of all vertices. In addition, we a
generalize the results to convex polygons, and iden
the necessary and sufficient conditions that there e
a maximum degree 4 triangulation.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. S
tion 2 formally defines the triangulation problem a
gives several lower bounds. Section 3 describes
optimal algorithm that matches the lower bounds. S
tion 4 generalizes the lower bounds and zig-zag c
ditions from rectangle to convex polygons. Final
Section 5 concludes with possible future work and
tension.

2. Rectangle triangulation

The problem of rectangle triangulation can
stated as follows. Given four numbers,a, b, c, and
d , which represent the number of intervals along fo
sides of a rectangle, we want to triangulate the rec
gle so that the maximum number of edges adjacen
a single vertex is minimized. Fig. 1 gives an exam
in which there are 3, 3, 2, 2 intervals along the side
a rectangle, with the maximum degree being 6.
t

Fig. 1. An instance of rectangle triangulation. The degree of e
vertex is indicated next to the vertex.

2.1. General lower bounds

Before we describe our algorithm we establish s
eral lower bounds on the maximum degree for the r
tangle triangulation problem. We first need to co
the number of edges and triangles in a rectangle
angulation. In addition, we denote those edges al
the boundary as “boundary” edges, and those tha
added during the triangulation as “internal” edges.

Lemma 1. Letn be the total number of intervals alon
the rectangleR. Every triangulation onR hasn − 3
internal edges insideR, andn − 2 triangles.

Proof. Consider ann-sided polygonR, which has a
sum of (n − 2)π of its inner angles. That means t
number of triangles from any triangulation isn− 2. In
addition, each edge adds a new triangle into the tr
gulation so the number of internal edges withinR is
n − 3. �

We now count the number of corner vertices t
have degree 2, i.e., those corners that are not conne
to any other vertices. We will refer to such corner
“isolated”, and show that there are at least 2 isola
corners.

Lemma 2. The number of isolated corners is at least2.

Proof. Consider a cornerc. If c is not isolated, i.e.
c is connected to a vertexb, then there exists anoth
cornera such thata, b andc form a triangle (see Fig. 2
for an illustration). Apparentlya will not connect to
any vertex, so it is isolated. As a result we will have
least two isolated corner in every triangulation.�
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Fig. 2. An illustration that a non-isolated corner will introduce
isolated one.

Theorem 3. For every rectangle triangulation with a
least5 intervals along the boundary, there exists a v
tex with degree at least4.

Proof. From Lemma 1 there are exactlyn − 3 inter-
nal edges andn boundary edges. Each of them will b
counted twice from both endpoints so the total nu
ber of degrees of all vertices is 4n − 6. Also from
Lemma 2 we have at least two isolated corner with
gree 2, therefore the total number of degrees bes
these two isolated corners is 4n − 10. As a result a
least one vertex among those remainingn − 2 vertices
will have at least�(4n − 10)/(n − 2)� adjacent edges
This number is at least 4 whenn is at least 5. �

We establish another general lower bound on
maximum degree for rectangle triangulation. We ne
this lower bound in order to prove that our triangu
tion algorithm, which will be introduced in the ne
section, is optimal.

Theorem 4. Consider a rectangleR that hasa, b,
c, and d intervals on four boundaries. The max
mum degree for any triangulation is at least�(a − 2)/

(b + c + d − 1)� + 3.

Proof. Let A be the boundary witha intervals. We use
N to denote the set of theb + c + d − 1 vertices that
are not onA. From Lemma 1 we know that there a
a + b + c + d − 3 internal edges. Since every one
these edges must connect to a vertex inN , there exists
a vertex inN that is adjacent to⌈

a + b + c + d − 3
⌉

=
⌈

a − 2
⌉

+ 1

b + c + d − 1 b + c + d − 1
Fig. 3. The vertexa is of degree 4, but is not connected to two ad
cent vertices along the boundary.

edges. Adding the two boundary edges and the lo
bound follows. �
2.2. Specific lower bounds

Theorem 3 establishes a general lower bound
the maximum degree, and we will further improve th
bound when the numbers of intervals along the bou
ary are in a particular condition. We will establis
the necessary and sufficient condition for being a
to find a triangulation with maximum degree 4—a
configuration not satisfying this condition will have
maximum degree at least 5.

Theorem 5. A rectangleR with at least7 intervals on
its boundary has a maximum degree4 triangulation if
and only if one of two following conditions holds. Th
will be referred to as the “zig-zag” condition.

• The number of intervals on one side ofR and the
number of intervals on the other three sides dif
by at most1.

• The number of intervals on two adjacent sides
R and the number of intervals on the other tw
sides differ by at most1.

Proof. A rectangleR with at least 7 intervals on it
boundary has a maximum degree 4 triangulation o
when every vertex of degree 4 is connected to adja
vertices along the boundary. The reason is that no m
than 2 internal edges are adjacent to a vertex, and
internal edges induce a connected graph. Note tha
need at least 7 intervals to avoid the configuration
Fig. 3, in which the vertexa is not connected to two
adjacent vertices along the boundary, and it does h
only degree of 4.
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Fig. 4. Two cases of zig-zag.
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Now the vertices with degree 4 must be connec
in zig-zag fashion, i.e., they will go to different sides
the rectangle back and forth since they have to con
to adjacent vertices along the boundary. In additi
those vertices on the same side cannot connect to
other, therefore the zig-zag is either going from o
side to the other three, or between two groups—e
has two adjacent sides ofR, as indicated in Fig. 4
Notice that the number of intervals on the two sides
zig-zagging could differ by 1, as in Fig. 4(a), or be t
same, as in Fig. 4(b).�

The implication of Theorem 5 is that if we are give
a rectangleR that does not satisfy the zig-zag con
tion, we know immediately that the maximum degr
is at least 5.

3. The optimal algorithm

We now describe our optimal algorithmZ . Let A

be the side that has the maximum number of interv
in R, anda be the number of intervals inA. We will
consider only two cases—whena is greater thanb +
c + d + 1, or less thanb + c + d − 1. If neither case
is true the zig-zag condition applies andZ simply zig-
zags the rectangle with optimal degree 4.

3.1. The case whena > b + c + d + 1

SinceA has a very large number of intervals, t
idea is to evenly distribute them to the vertices on
other three sides. The algorithmZ first identifies the
a − 2 intervals in the middle ofA, then evenly dis-
tributes them to theb + c + d − 1 vertices not inA.
h

Fig. 5. Distributing the intervals inA to vertices not inA.

Fig. 5 illustrates an example of distributing 10 inte
vals in the middle ofA to 5 vertices not inA, so that
each vertex not inA has degree 3.

The algorithmZ produces an optimal maximum
degree triangulation. The algorithm guarantees
a vertices not inA will be connected to at mos
�(a − 2)/(b + c + d − 1)� + 1 vertices onA, since
there area − 2 intervals andb + c + d − 1 ver-
tices. The maximum degree is then bounded
�(a − 2)/(b + c + d − 1)� + 3 after adding the two
boundary edges. This number matches the lo
bound in Theorem 4.

3.2. The case whena < b + c + d − 1

Now we consider the second case whena < b +
c + d − 1. Let A be the side witha intervals,C be
the opposite side ofA (with c intervals), andB and
D be the two adjacent sides ofA, with b and d in-
tervals each. Without loss of generality, we assu
that b � d , thereforea + b � c + d sincea has the
maximum number of intervals. We further assume t
a + b > c + d + 1, otherwise the zig-zag conditio
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.
Fig. 6. We zig-zag on�(e + 1)/2� intervals onA with �(e + 1)/2� intervals inB in the corner (a), then zig-zag on the remaining part (b)
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holds and we simply use the zig-zag to obtain the
timal maximum degree 4 triangulation.

3.2.1. Corner removal
The key idea in the algorithmZ is to remove some

of the intervals fromA and B, so that the numbe
of intervals in C and D is the same as those r
maining in A and B. In that caseZ can apply the
zig-zag method and obtain a low degree triangu
tion. Let e = (a + b) − (c + d). Z first zig-zags on
�(e + 1)/2� intervals onA with �(e + 1)/2� intervals
in B, as shown in Fig. 6(a). We denote this ascorner
zig-zagging. Notice that�(e + 1)/2� and�(e + 1)/2�
differ by at most one so the zig-zagging is possib
After removing�(e + 1)/2� and�(e + 1)/2� from A

and B, we have introduced a new edge on the c
ner, so the number of intervals onA andB becomes
a + b − �(e + 1)/2� − �(e + 1)/2� + 1= a + b − e =
c + d , andZ can zig-zag the rest of the rectang
(Fig. 6(b)). We denote this asinterior zig-zagging.

Now we need to show thatA andB indeed have a
least�(e + 1)/2� and�(e + 1)/2� intervals so that the
“corner-removal” method will work.

Lemma 6. a � �(e + 1)/2� and b � �(e + 1)/2�,
wheree = (a + b) − (c + d).

Proof. We prove the inequalities by contradictio
Suppose thata < �(e + 1)/2�, then

a <

⌈
a + b − c − d + 1

2

⌉
� a + b − c − d + 1

2
+ 1

2
.

This impliesa < b − c − d + 2 � b, which contra-
dicts to the assumption thata is the maximum among
four sides. Again suppose thatb < �(e + 1)/2� �
(a + b − c − d)/2, which impliesb < a − c − d + 1,
anda � b + c + d . This is also a contradiction to th
assumption thata < b + c + d–1. �
3.2.2. Final adjustment

The construction above gives a maximum degre
triangulation—the endpoints of the new interval
troduced in the corner removal may have two ed
from interior zig-zagging, one edge from the new
terval, one from the corner zig-zagging, and two fro
the boundary. In order to reduce the maximum deg
to 5 we need a final adjustment. We have two ca
to consider—one when the corner removal remo
all the intervals from eitherA or B, and the case tha
it leaves at least one interval on bothA andB. Note
that the corner removal cannot remove all the interv
from bothA andB since that will leave only one inter
val on theA andB, but we have at least two interva
onC andD.

In the first case the corner removal removes all
tervals from eitherA or B. Let the edge(f, g) be the
internal edge introduced by the corner removal, ang

be the one that is not at a corner (Fig. 7(a)). When
section betweeng andh has one more intervals tha
the section betweenh andf , the corner zig-zagging
may start fromg in order to control the maximum
degree within 4 (Fig. 7(a)). In that caseg may have
degree 6 when the interior zig-zagging introduces
additional edges tog. Z can reduce the degree ofg

by changing theorientationof the corner zig-zagging
i.e., starting the zig-zagging fromg instead of fromf ,
as shown in Fig. 7(b). This change add an edge
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Fig. 7. To change the orientation of the corner zig-zagging.

Fig. 8. Final adjustment to reduce the maximum degree to 5.
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both f and the last vertex of the corner zig-zaggin
but the maximum degree overall is now 5.

In the second case the corner removal will not
move all the intervals from eitherA or B. Again
consider the two end pointsf and g of the added
edge during corner removal. If the interior zig-zagg
starts from either of the endpoints, sayf , f will have
only one interior zig-zagging edge. In the worst casg

could have degree 6 if the corner zig-zagging a
starts fromg (Fig. 8(a))—two boundary edges, tw
interior zig-zagging edges, one edge connecting tof ,
and an edge that starts the corner zig-zagging. In
caseZ simply changes the orientation of the corn
zig-zagging and letf starts. Similar to the construc
tion in the first case we can still control the maximu
degree to be 5 (Fig. 8(b)).

Now we consider the situation that the interior z
zagging does not start at eitherf or g. That is, bothf
andg have two interior zig-zagging edges, andZ can-
not avoid the maximum degree 6 simply by switchi
the corner zig-zagging orientation. Let us locate
two vertices that appear two steps before, or aftef

andg during the interior zig-zagging. If either of thes
two nodes exist, we replace the edge as indicate
Fig. 9(a), i.e.,Z replaces the edge fromi to f with
the one fromh to j . This again controls the maximu
degree within 5. On the other hand ifZ cannot locate
the two nodes that appear two steps before, or aftf

andg, then sincef andg both have two interior zig
zagging edges by assumption, the interior zig-zagg
is like in Fig. 9(b). This is impossible since after t
corner removal the interior zig-zagging always h
equal number of intervals on both sides.

We now summarize the upper bounds from the
gorithmZ .

Theorem 7. The algorithmZ produces an optima
triangulation of a rectangles. The execution time of
gorithmZ is a linear function of the total number o
intervals. Leta, b, c, d be the number of intervals o
the four sides of a rectangle, anda be the maximum
among them.

• If a is betweenb + c + d − 1 and b + c + d +
1 inclusively, the zig-zag condition holds andZ
produces an optimal triangulation by zig-zaggin
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Fig. 9. Final adjustment to reduce the maximum degree to 5.
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• Whena > b + c + d + 1, Z produces an optima
triangulation with maximum degree�(a−2)/(b+
c + d − 1)� + 3 according to Theorem4.

• Whena < b + c + d − 1 we have two cases.
the zig-zag condition holds thenZ produces an
optimal triangulation with maximum degree4 by
zig-zagging, elseZ produces an optimal triangu
lation with maximum degree5, according to the
discussion in Theorem5.

4. Convex polygons

We generalize the previous results on rectang
domains to convex polygons. We first show that
general lower bound of 4 in Theorem 3 is still valid.

Theorem 8. For every triangulation on a convex poly
gon with more than four sides, there exists a ver
with degree at least4.

Proof. It is easy to see that Lemmas 1 and 2 are
valid for polygons. Lemma 1 makes no difference b
tween a rectangle withn intervals or a polygon with
the same number of intervals. If a corner is not i
lated, then it must connect to another vertex via
edge, which will divide a polygon into two halves.
each of these two smaller polygons there exists at l
one isolated corner and Lemma 2 follows. With a si
ilar argument as in Theorem 3 we conclude that
lower bound on the maximum degree is 4 for all po
gons. �
Lemma 9. An n-sided polygonP with at leastn + 3
intervals on its boundary has a maximum degree4 tri-
angulation only if every node of degree4 is connected
to adjacent nodes along the boundary.

Proof. The proof is as same as in Theorem 5. We o
need to make sure that there are at leastn + 3 inter-
vals. �

With Lemma 9 in place we now identify the nece
sary and sufficient conditions that a polygon can h
a maximum degree 4 triangulation.

Theorem 10. Ann-sided polygonP with at leastn+3
intervals on its boundary has a maximum degre4
triangulation if and only if then sides ofP can be
partitioned into two setsA andB, each consisting o
consecutive sides ofP , and the numbers of interva
in A and B differ by at most1. This “zig-zag condi-
tion” can be verified inO(n) time.

Proof. We only need to give an algorithm that can v
ify the zig-zag condition in linear time. Consider a rin
with n numbers on it. We would like to verify that
there is a way to cut the ring into two parts so th
the sums of the numbers on the two parts differ by
most 1.

First we compute the sum of all the numbers
the ring (denoted byS), which takes O(n) time. We
then use two pointers,headand tail, to indicate the
two positions where the ring should be cut. Initia
we set both head and tail to the same position in
ring. If the sum of the numbers between head and
(inclusively) is less than�S/2�. We advance the hea
pointer. If the sum of the numbers between head
tail (inclusive) is greater than�S/2�, we advance the
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tail pointer. If neither of the above two conditions
true, we have a zig-zag condition, and the region
tween head and tail (inclusive) is the answer. If the
pointer passes through the head pointer, or the s
ing position where the head pointer started, the zig-
condition is not possible. It is easy to see that neit
pointer will advance for more than O(n) steps, and the
time to update the sum of numbers between the h
and the tail is O(1), therefore the entire verificatio
process takes O(n) time. �

5. Conclusion

This paper describes an optimal triangulation al
rithm for rectangles. We derive lower bounds on
maximum degree of rectangle triangulation, and
velop optimal algorithms that produce triangulati
with maximum degrees matching the lower boun
We also observed a zig-zag condition that can ve
whether a triangulation has a maximum degree 4
angulation.

This paper does not cope with the actual geome
location of the points along the boundary, therefor
small degree triangulation can still result in sharp
gles. However, a small degree triangulation is a g
starting point for further optimization, since a large d
gree triangulation will produce sharp angles mos
the time.

The lower bound results and the zig-zag condit
theorem can be generalized from rectangles to con
polygons. We identify the zig-zag condition that d
fines the necessary and sufficient condition to con
the maximum degree not exceeding 4. This is us
when a rectangle 2D domain has to be reshaped
a convex polygon to fit the computation domain b
ter. This zig-zag condition can be verified in line
time.
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